
Doing art means displacing art’s borders, just as doing poli-
tics means displacing the borders of what is acknowledged as 
the political … 
Jacques Rancière!

The job of civil society is to launch genuine debate on political, 
economic, and cultural emancipation, and to avoid superficial 
and unproductive polarization. 
Tariq Ramadan" 

On 10 June 2012, in La Marsa, a city adjacent to Tunis, the art exhibition 
Printemps des Arts (Springtime of the Arts) came to an end amidst ugly pro-
tests from artists involved in the show and protestors!—!largely identified as 
Salafis (a collective term used for the most conservative Islamists)!—!who were 
o"ended by the content of some of the works on display. The two groups 
became locked in increasingly acrimonious exchanges that extended to phys-
ical abuse, a running battle with local police, death threats, destruction of 
artworks, the vandalization of the Palais Abdelliya, where the exhibition was 
held, and a call for Mehdi Mabrouk, the Tunisian Minister for Culture, to resign. 
In the days that followed, protestors alleged blasphemy and used Facebook 
to publicize what were later determined to be doctored images of works in 
the original show.# The clashes with police represented the single largest 
show of public unrest since the revolution in Tunisia, and the Palais Abdelliya, 
which had held Printemps des Arts for over a decade without much by way of 
previous controversy, e"ectively became central to the debate around what 
could be displayed in a public space and who could have access to it. It also 
foregrounded a question that has become central to every discussion around 
political freedom and self-determination: who controls civil, secular, cultural, 
public, religious and political space in modern-day Tunisia?
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The intention to provoke debate about cultural and political space had 
been clearly outlined in the curator Meriem Bouderbala’s accompanying text 
for the show’s catalogue, in which she proposed that ‘[i]n the current context, 
it is all about occupying cultural territory, of allowing everyone access to it and 
contributing to a strong democratic cultural constitution that demonstrates 
the strength of Tunisia’s creative potential’.% These lofty sentiments display a 
degree of naivety: the use of terms such as ‘occupying’ and ‘constitution’ and, 
later in the same text, ‘resistance’ and ‘civil society’, placed Printemps des Arts 
firmly in the realm of Tunisia’s political turmoil. The subsequent reaction 
from protestors was therefore inevitable!—!and, indeed, seemed to be part of 
the avowed intention behind the show.& Tunisia, under the regime of Zine El 
Abidine Ben Ali, who had ruled for 34 years until his ignominious departure 
in 2011, had not seen much by way of contemporary art events and certainly 
none that had addressed issues around secularism, human rights, freedom of 
expression, gender, repression and the female form.' Controversy was bound 
to ensue insofar as Printemps des Arts was placed in an antagonistic realm 
where debates about public space and secular self-determination were key 
to any political narrative of post-revolutionary Tunisia. Whatever the rights 
and wrongs of this situation, and it is evident that both sides of the argument 
have since been strained to mean di"erent things to di"erent people, culture 
is a political battleground in post-revolutionary Tunisia. 

In the days following the attacks on the exhibition, it was announced 
that the Palais Abdelliya would be closed down as a cultural venue. On 
Tunisia 1, a national evening news programme, Noureddine El Khademi, the 
Minister of Religious A"airs, accused the artists of insulting Islam and called 
upon Tunisians to defend their religion. Following violence across a number 
of towns and cities, in the wake of such an incendiary call, dawn to dusk cur-
fews were imposed. If a further sense of what is at stake in the practices and 
institutional contexts of culture in modern-day Tunisia is needed, we need look 
no further than the unhelpful interjection by the Imam of the Zitouna mosque 
in Medina of Tunis, Houcine Laabidi, who explicitly called for the death of all 
the artists involved in the exhibition. 

Putting to one side Printemps des Arts’ engagement with what are 
considered by some to be taboo subjects, the combustive mix of political 
opportunism and civil rights focused further attention on what still remains 
to this day a fraught and hard-won freedom from despotism in Tunisia.( The 
events surrounding Printemps des Arts highlight a key sociopolitical element 
in the post-revolutionary landscape of Tunisia, a factor that is crucial to under-
standing fundamental aspects of what is happening in other countries that 
underwent revolution across the region: we are e"ectively witnessing the 
re-emergence of institutions associated with civil society. If we understand 
civil society as an attempt to reconcile public and private mores without resort 
to state control or governmental decree, then these open, often rancorous 
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confrontations are not only inevitable but, in the name of free speech, neces-
sary. Nevertheless, the events outlined above also direct us to a core element 
in visual culture: it produces mini-publics, debates and audiences that, in turn, 
form part of larger organizations and informal social networks that are an 
indelible part of civil society and the public sphere. And this fact, for interim 
governments unused to the manifestation of civil society, produces both sus-
picion and occasional kneejerk reactions to cultural events. 

Across North Africa and the Middle East, forms of civil renewal are 
emerging that are not necessarily associated with the right to vote, the latter 
seen in the ‘West’!—!if we can still use that term with any degree of criti-
cal purchase!—!as a sign of a democratic order. These ideals of civil renewal 
involve active citizenship and the strengthening of community bonds through 
nascent civil and community-based groups and activities, of which cultural 
practices are but one element, albeit an important one. For writers such as 
Tariq Ramadan, the emergence of a stable, functioning ‘civil state’!—!a phrase 
being promoted by a number of Islamist movements across the region!—!and 
responsible governance, in the wake of uprisings in Tunisia and Egypt, is 
coterminous with the emergence of a robust civil society.) Without it, Ramadan 
argues, there can be no emancipatory politics as such. Moreover, without the 
institution of civil society and forms of civic engagement, the momentum 
and promise of the various uprisings across the region cannot be sustained. 
In this context, Ramadan argues that ‘[a] genuine, tangible process of reform, 
democratization and liberation cannot take place without a broad-based social 
movement that mobilizes civil society as well as public and private institu-
tions’.$* The democratization and emancipation of the Middle East and North 
Africa depends on the mobilization of civil society, Ramadan argues further, 
and the key task for Arab civil society is to promote opposition platforms that 
allow for pluralism. 

We turn here to a decisive, two-part question: what role does culture 
have in the development of civil society and, secondly, can artistic practices 
negotiate the public sphere, invite participation in cultural issues, and there-
after strengthen the bonds of civil society by inviting voices and agents into 
the debate about cultural pluralism? Before fully answering this question, we 
need to address a number of interrelated caveats. For one, civil society may 
be an arena of contestation within which public concerns are played out, but, 
as we will see, it is equally a site of exclusion and exclusivity!—!only certain 
voices can be heard in the context of any given social sphere, despite claims 
to the contrary. The contestation between rival groups involved in the uproar 
surrounding the Printemps des Arts a"air attests to this sense of contesta-
tion. Secondly, to suggest that art as a practice and the cultural institutions 
it supports, and is in turn supported by, should somehow add to a common 
good or the goal of civil society is to entertain that most cherished of neo-
liberal, state-sponsored ideals: the instrumentalization of culture so that it 
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! 
Héla Ammar, Revolution, 2011. Courtesy of the artist.
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! 
Héla Ammar, la liberté appartient au peuple: Freedom 
Belongs to the People, 2011. Courtesy of the artist.
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is answerable to the narrow political priorities of a given moment in time.$$ 
To these, we must add one final caveat: to promote the development of civil 
society as an ameliorative to the social and political unrest occurring across 
the region is misguided if we understand the latter only in terms of being 
a Western import into the region. If we are to fully explore how culture can 
contribute to a common good that is not simply a function of the state, the 
outcome of religious edict, or the self-serving logic of the market, we need 
to explore what exactly is meant by civil society across North Africa and the 
Middle East and how, importantly, this term is understood in the context of 
cities that have a majority Muslim population. Whilst advocating art and its 
institutions as a key factor in the development of civil society across North 
Africa and the Middle East, moreover, it is crucial that we consider how such 
practices can both support and equally question the parameters and e"ec-
tiveness of civil society in countries where it has been largely notable by its 
absence and, in some cases, widespread proscription. 

– + –
Civil society, in the broadest sense, is composed of voluntary social relation-
ships, civic and social organizations, and other institutions that are relatively 
distinct from government and profit-led initiatives. Clubs, community organ-
izations, men’s groups, women’s groups, non-governmental organizations, 
private voluntary organizations, sports groups, environmental activists, cultural 
groups, religious organizations, social enterprises, academe, activist groups, 
charities, support groups, trade unions, artists’ groups, art institutions, and 
community-based art projects!—!all form the bedrock of civil society. In per-
haps simplistic terms, civil society is therefore often contrasted with state 
control and is seen as a bulwark against the excesses of the state and the 
short-termism of market forces.$, Understood as a field that exists within 
social orders but detached from the state (and the market), civil society there-
fore allows for a community to independently represent itself culturally and 
politically as a social body!—!and this is crucial to any discussion of artistic 
practices in Tunisia today and their impact on social, political and cultural 
orders. The site of self-identification and public discussion, civil society is a 
dynamic space: an informal site where social movements develop and call 
into question the values and ideologies of a given political order. Developed 
within the context of civil society, these social movements are invariably the 
expression of common concerns and, moreover, the expression of a collective 
will towards new forms of self-identification. During times of either state 
repression!—!when open, public discussion and disagreement are outlawed!—!or 
when markets privatize public space in the name of private interests, civil 
society invariably struggles to find a foothold, as do the voices and self-deter-
minations of communities.$- As a form of symbolic structuring that generates 
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new identities and collective values, civil society produces sense-making 
and forms of self-identification; they act, in sum, as autonomous spaces that 
promote participation in society and its structures.$#

In the wake of the events surrounding Printemps des Arts at the Palais 
Abdelliya in June 2012, Mehdi Mabrouk, the Tunisian Minister for Culture, 
reportedly said the following: ‘It’s enough for art to be beautiful, it shouldn’t be 
revolutionary, it should be nice.’$% This statement, from a Minister of Culture 
no less, betrays a simplistic attitude towards art as a practice that borders on 
foolishness. Nevertheless, it is worth exploring its content further because it 
also goes to the heart of the matter concerning the politics of culture and its 
imbrication within civil society. In suggesting that artists, be they revolutionary 
or not, should steer away from the political realm, Mabrouk is actually mak-
ing a case for the opposite: in arguing that art has no place in politics he is 
explicitly politicizing art and bringing it into the political sphere, albeit in terms 
of prohibition. What could be more political than placing a sanction on an 
activity within a given social order?$& If art has no place in the political sphere, 
as Mabrouk suggests, and should thereafter maintain a quaint indi"erence 
to it, art is irrevocably politicized. Doing art, to paraphrase my epigraph, is to 
displace and extend the boundaries of art. In this instance, art as a practice, 
considered a private pursuit with a public dimension, extends into debates 
around civil society and thereafter displaces its borders of engagement to 
include discussions about public space and access to such spaces. 

If art is indeed increasingly positioned as ‘political’ by virtue of being 
denied a role in the political realm, it is obvious that it is considered capa-
ble of potentially altering opinion, not to mention reconfiguring engagement 
with various communities. Inherent within Mabrouk’s o.hand and imprudent 
remark is an often occluded but nonetheless potent counter-proposition that 
alerts us to art’s potential to e"ect social debate in a country such as Tunisia. 
Exhibitions in public institutions, of which there are few, are representative 
of emerging communities, and reactions to them are testament to the sense 
that what is at stake here is a common ground upon which to voice debate, 
entertain disagreement and engage in discussions about public and private 
space, the rights of the individual, freedom of expression, the (often expansive) 
meaning of the term ‘sacred’, secular determinism, the role of religion in the 
workings of state, the need for good, responsible and responsive governance 
and the principle of rational self-interest in the context of the common good. 
And central to this is the role of culture in fostering a sense of identity as well 
as opening up debates about the logic of civic and political imaginations. Art, 
in this instance, can re-imagine that which often remains unimaginable in 
political terms.
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– / –
In March of 2011, a year or so before the events described above, and three 
months after Ben Ali had been forced into exile on 14 January 2011, a street-
based artwork was conceived by a number of artists under the title Inside Out: 
Artocracy in Tunisia. The event featured the portraits of 100 Tunisians!—!deemed, 
for want of a better word, ‘ordinary’!—!placed in prominent positions around the 
city of Le Kram, a town situated between the port of Tunis and Carthage. The 
images were posted in places where portraits would have previously hung of 
the former (and by then disgraced) president, Zine El Abidine Ben Ali. One of 
the photographers involved, Marco Berrebi, was reported as saying that Inside 
Out was about giving people the freedom to debate the photographs and to 
come to their own conclusions.$' Implicit in the term ‘artocracy’ we find an 
interesting combination of aesthetic practice and democratic self-determina-
tion that is no doubt a key element in the project overall: the foregrounding of 
art as means to self-determination or, at least, a form of civil self-organization. 

In the project, moreover, we can see an aesthetic gambit!—!the position-
ing of images in a public space!—!with a view to provoking debate. Inside Out 
would also appear to be concerned with occupying cultural territory and allow-
ing access to it through images and symbols, an intention that re-emerged 
in the essay by Meriem Bouderbala, quoted earlier, which accompanied 
Printemps des Arts in 2012. However, interestingly, the first incarnation of 
Inside Out, in the town of La Goulette, a suburb north of Tunis and not far 
from Le Kram, was met with a less than sympathetic response when local 
people angrily objected to it and the project was abandoned. Furthermore, 
posters pasted on the Porte de France in central Tunis were summarily torn 
down. The former incarnation of this project in La Goulette, despite govern-
ment authorization (and therefore tacit support for the promotion of cultural 
production within the context of civil space and public debate), would appear 
to highlight the sensitivities surrounding the use of public space!—!who has 
the right to use it and who is barred from using it!—!that formed one of the 
key areas of outright protest in Tunisia in the early part of 2011. Although the 
precise reasons for the defacement of the original posters remain obscure (and 
could have had more to do with the legacy of covert surveillance procedures 
in a former police state), such reactions highlight the fact that visual culture 
remains a potent topic for the population of Tunisia as a whole, and not just 
for so-called extremists. 

Whilst the Palais Abdelliya a"air was largely focused on the private 
space of an art institution (which the public could enter), Inside Out: Artocracy 
in Tunisia was very much about public, civil space in which a cultural project 
was staged. Public and private rub up against one another here in forceful and 
unpredictable ways and this is perhaps part of the problem with developing 
civil society in general: the opposition between public morals and private 
beliefs is precisely what civil society sets out to accommodate, but this is 
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! 
Héla Ammar, La Marsa, 2011. Courtesy the artist.

! 
Héla Ammar, Sidi Bouzid, 2011. Courtesy the artist.
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only possible if the space produced answers to a common good that benefits 
all. The common good must remain precisely that: common to all. What both 
events exposed is the manner in which artistic practices, in their inelucta-
ble relationship to civil society and public space, are firmly on the frontline 
of key constitutional and political debates, regardless of the subject matter 
being addressed in actual artworks or practices. What Inside Out: Artocracy 
in Tunisia highlighted, intentionally or otherwise, was the fact that civil society 
cannot be controlled by culture!—!nor the state or the market for that mat-
ter!—!but remains a site of antagonistic and agonistic forces that do not nec-
essarily yield to the liberal ideal of consensus. In the historical absence of civil 
society, its emergence can provide potential flashpoints even for those who 
actively support it as a welcome development for countries emerging from 
decades of despotism. 

– 0 –
In its proposition of a collective, mutually engaging and shared sense of the 
social sphere that works in the name of a common societal good (and, there-
after, for the common good of the many and not just the few), the term civil 
society increasingly indicates public activities that include but are not limited 
to political self-organization, community-based action, a concern for human 
rights, quality of life, and the collective expression through cultural events.$( 
This ambition has become a key component for a number of art institutions 
across North Africa and the Middle East that actively promote the relationship 
between artistic practices and civil society. I would note here, in particular, 
Christine Tohme’s articulation of the goal of Ashkal Alwan, a leading arts 
organization based in Beirut. As Tohme observes, 

I am interested in creating civic pockets. We have lost our public 
spaces today because the control over such spaces is unfortu-
nately decided by the victor!—!the victor always dominates public 
space. It is always the winner who controls the space. I am inter-
ested in these small pockets that exist outside of the system and 
outside of the public spaces where national discourses dominate; 
where you find a seepage between the artistic and the civic.$)

Elsewhere, Dar al Ma’mûn, based in Marrakech, foregrounds questions of 
public space and civil society in their programme and institutional dialogues.,* 
Returning to Beirut, the arts organization Zico House similarly promotes itself 
as a civil society organization for culture and development. In Iraq, the Ruya 
Foundation for Contemporary Art (RUYA), the commissioners of the o"icial 
Iraq Pavilion for the 55th Venice Biennale, likewise places prominent empha-
sis on creating ‘a network of intercultural events that can contribute to the 
development of civil society in Iraq’.,$ 
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This is admittedly a cursory overview of organizations that foreground 
the relationship between visual culture and civil society across the Middle East, 
and we should note that the terms civil society and civil space are not neces-
sarily being used as a counterpart to how they are understood in, say, Britain 
or France; nor is there a suggestion that civil society can be transposed to the 
region as a guarantor for the emergence and sustainability of public space for 
debate and disagreement. To suggest as much is of the same order of delusion 
that promotes Western-style ‘democracy’ and consensus in the region as the 
only possible solution to what has been decades of cultural, political, social 
and economic malaise.,, However, community-based, cooperative-inclined, 
non-state-funded, and not-for-profit organizations, in whatever form they take 
(be they cultural or otherwise), are crucial to the development of a common 
ground upon which a social and political order can fully emerge and actualize 
real change through forms of disagreement and dialogue.,- 

When the term civil society is applied to Muslim countries, however, it is 
often viewed as a form of Westernization that is both secular and anti-religious. 
For Hanan Hanafi, this generalization merely confuses the issue: whilst the 
concept of civil society is indeed a Western one (and focused on individual 
relations within the public sphere), most of its key features are to be found in 
both Islamic ethical theory and Islamic institutions. The appeal to civil society 
needs to be thereafter understood alongside the reformist, modernist legacy 
that was successively quashed by despotism and, increasingly, extremism in 
the region.,# ‘Islamic theory and practice’, Hanafi proposes, 

sustain a number of legitimate groupings existing between the 
state and the individual. These groupings are endowed with 
their own sphere of autonomy, free from government intrusion, 
which made Islamic societies historically far less monolithic and 
undi"erentiated than some Western stereotypes of a theocratic 
society would allow.,% 

Similarly, for Tariq Ramadan, continuing on from his argument as pre-
viously outlined above, civil society allows for an active engagement with 
Islamic heritage:

As Arab societies awaken, as peoples achieve political liberation, 
to invoke Islam needs to liberate minds through the acquisition of 
knowledge, autonomous rationality, critical thinking and freedom 
of thought: the very definition of pluralism, responsible citizen-
ship, and of civil society that functions as an interface between 
institutions and the state.,&
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Amongst the institutions addressed by Hanafi are ones that e"ectively oper-
ationalize the actual concept of civil society. The wielder of power (variously 
the imam, khalifa or sultan), for example, was always attended by the ‘ulama: 
those charged with interpreting the intention of the law (shari’a). That this 
process was open to abuse is undoubted; however, in theory, the ‘ulama were 
intended to be independent of political authority and thereafter able to main-
tain the checks and balances needed to curtail power if necessary. Implied 
here is the informal bulwark needed!—!the safety net between the power of the 
state and the individual!—!if civil society is to emerge as anything more than 
an abstract ideal.,' To these already potent elements, Hanafi also addresses 
the diwan al-mazalim, a small claims court of popular appeal, and the mazalim 
court, to which any Muslim can appeal if an injustice has been done to him by 
a rule or the ruler’s agent. It is notable how the event that ignited the upris-
ings across the region in December 2010 was arguably caused by the very 
absence of courts of civil appeal such as the diwan al-mazalim. The event in 
question involved the actions of Mohamed Bouazizi, an unemployed Tunisian 
attempting to make ends meet by selling vegetables from a cart, who was 
subsequently harassed and slapped in the face by a municipal o"icial, had his 
wares and scales confiscated and who, when denied a fair hearing to air his 
grievances, committed himself to an unforgiving act of self-immolation. The 
conflagration that followed has been well documented and its e"ects are still 
unfolding across the region.,( 

Suggesting that civil society has an objective and verifiable place in 
Muslim society today is to note, alongside Hanafi, that the threat to civil soci-
ety is not related to Islamic definitions of the idea per se, but to the historical 
legacy of despotic governments and an over-zealous determination of who has 
the right to speak!—!when, where and to whom!—!in the context of public space. 
It is precisely the call for reform and pluralism that started the uprisings across 
the region after, as noted, decades of cultural, political, social and economic 
malaise. One further feature of that malaise was the e"ective subjugation and 
outlawing of the institutions, cultural or otherwise, associated with civil society. 
Hanafi observes that the failure of Islamic modernism and secular nationalism, 
not to mention the ideal of pan-Arabism, has e"ectively played into the hands 
of fundamentalism and the forces of conservatism.,) 

– 1 –
If we can argue that politics is reflected in the sum of power relationships that 
exists in a given sociopolitical order, then any reflection upon that order or any 
broadening of those relations e"ects a change in how we view and engage with 
the political. And that, in and of itself, is a political act: to change how people 
engage, what they see, how they interact and what they hear (and indeed fear), 
can only ever be political in its e"ect. Thereafter we must observe that the 
innate power of the political, for many, is the ability to determine what is and 
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what is not political as such, just as Mehdi Mabrouk attempted to do in his 
proscription of art from the political realm in the wake of the furore surround-
ing Printemps des Arts. Any expansion or retraction of the political order, and 
who has access to it, is an interjection into the syntax and logic of producing 
meaning and sense. In the moment of redefining the realm and scope of the 
political, and the core debate about what constitutes public, private and civil 
space within that order of the political, new forms of subjecthood, in sum, can 
be articulated, as can new forms of protest.-*

So, what role will culture play in the formulation of civil society, not to 
mention forms of civil protest, in countries where dissent can still result in 
imprisonment or worse? What place do cultural organizations have in the 
Middle East when it comes to the broader social, political and historical struc-
ture of those environments? I want to return to where we more or less began 
and end with a quote from Rancière, who proposes that ‘[t]here exists a spe-
cific sensory experience!—!the aesthetic!—!that holds the promise of both a 
new world of Art and a new life for individuals and the community’.-$ Artistic 
practice opens up a horizon of future possibility within which civic imagination 
can flourish. Indeed, art as a practice contributes to the forms that civic space 
assumes whilst also engaging with public space through various modalities of 
engagement and resistance. To this end, support for the potentiality inherent 
within cultural practices and the way in which they are already involved in 
the context of (and support for) civil society is not only needed, but remains 
essential to the success of the political sphere. The need for supporters of 
the arts to develop new strategies for supporting the common good, common 
ground and communal-based practices of art as an institution has never been 
greater than it is now in the context of, for example, Tunisia, where civil society 
is precisely that which is most under threat after what for many must have 
appeared an interminable hibernation. This is not, finally, about art as a form 
of political protest (an all too easily co-opted cultural paradigm), nor is this to 
confuse the artist as protestor (or vice versa). Rather, this is about the potential 
of art as a practice to open up horizons of possibility for civic imaginations to 
emerge, and be thereafter supported within a community-based network of 
social relations that remain independent of the diktats of politics, the edicts 
of religion and the deterministic, often divisive, rationale of the market.
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